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CHOICE GEAR

2011 Raleigh Prestige
By Adam Bowers
Five years ago if you were to tell me I’d be reviewing a $3,000 Raleigh
bike, I’d say you were out of your mind. A $3,000 Trek, Cannondale,
or Specialized – sure, those are definitely something I could wrap my
mind around. But a Raleigh – for 3 grand? – no way.Well, I’m writing
this review a changed man. This is more than just another bike review;
this is a history lesson as well. I can now tell you why a $3,000 Raleigh
bike is completely worth it.

Raleigh’s history is quite a confusing one – many mergers, name
changes, and brand acquisitions. This is perhaps why my and others’
first impression of Raleigh bikes is that Raleigh bikes are just mass
produced big-box store bikes. And in reality, that is sort of the truth. As
it turns out, the Raleigh brand name was purchased by Huffy in 1982
(yes, THATHuffy), and this is why most of us just toss Raleigh off as a
non-competitor. Before this little experiment with Huffy, though,
Raleighs were being ridden to victory in international races, including
the Team TI-Raleigh victory at the Tour de France of 1980. The name
deal with Huffy expired in 1985, and in the years following to 2001,
Raleigh underwent even more brand acquisitions and sellings.

This, however, is only from an American standpoint. You see - up until
recently, Raleigh had two different markets: America and the rest of the
world.While Americans were getting subpar bicycles branded as
Raleighs, the rest of the world was getting the “real deal” from Raleigh
– the high-end bikes that were handmade in the UK and the lower end
but still quality bikes from the Far East.

In 2001 the parent company of Raleigh, Derby International, went
bankrupt. Alan Finden-Crofts purchased several of their assets
including the Raleigh brand, and in 2002 the new and improved
Raleigh emerged.

It is from this new and improved Raleigh that bikes similar to the Trek
Madone and Cannondale Supersix began emerging - the Competition,
Prestige, and Team. It takes only one look at the “HM2HighModulus
Monocoque Carbon” frame, the basis for these three bikes, to know
that Raleigh means some serious business. The head tube and down

tube meet in a ridiculously sharp angle and the seat tube is slanted way
back over the drive train. These bikes are clearly not meant for a
leisurely cruise down into the city; no, these bikes are meant to go fast.
When I got my hands on a Prestige, that is exactly what I did. I went
fast.Very, very, fast.

I’d be lying if I said the ride was comfortable – it wasn’t. It wasn’t
painfully uncomfortable but this certainly wasn’t the most enjoyable
ride I’ve ever had. Then again, this bike wasn’t designed for joy rides.
What was a joy, however, was the ability to hammer like crazy on the
cranks and have every ounce of my energy transferred to the wheels via
the massive BB30 bottom bracket. From a standstill, I was able to
rocket to full speed with relative ease.

Having a SRAM Force drive train certainly didn’t take away from the
bike’s potential, either. The only part that wasn’t Force on the bike was
the brake set, which was Rival – according to Raleigh, they used the
money saved to use in other more important matters such as fame
development. Really, though, the difference is unnoticeable; the Rival
brakes have just as much stopping power as the Force brakes and they
weigh only 7 grams more.

The Prestige is equipped withMavic Aksiums, the same wheels found
on the lower priced Competition. Now don’t get me wrong,Aksiums
are not bad wheels. They’re fantastic training and racing wheels. There
are some lighter and flashier wheels out there, but, once again, Raleigh
had a reason for putting Aksiums on the Prestige.Most people who
buy race bikes don’t use the stock wheels; generally speaking, wheels
are one of the first things to get upgraded. So Raleigh figured why
bother putting higher price wheels on the bike and raising the overall
price when the Aksiums are great wheels that will probably just be
replaced on race day anyway.

The bottom line is this: if you want a bike that has a rich history that
was perhaps bit marred in the 80s and 90s (and hey, who’s history
wasn’t?), then the Raleigh Prestige is a sure hit. It isn’t just another Trek
or Cannondale, and you’ll definitely stand out in the bike crowd. So is a
$3000 Raleigh worth it? In one resounding word: yes.

For Raleigh’s complete bike lineup, visit www.raleighusa.com.


